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Life

How international students have adjusted to taking
online classes
The challenges facing these students range from multi-hour time differences from the
University to being separated from their families

Many international students faced the decision of whether to go home or stay in Charlottesville. 

Photo by Emma Hitchcock | The Cavalier Daily

After the University canceled in-person classes for the semester and highly encouraged students not to return to Grounds after
spring break, many students found themselves back in their hometowns unexpectedly early. For international students, however,
home isn’t simply a three-hour drive or two-hour plane ride away. 

The health risks associated with long-distance travel coupled with travel restrictions in certain countries left international
students with few choices. While some found alternative solutions by staying at a friend’s or relative’s home, many had to choose
whether to remain at the University or risk going home. Students who remain on Grounds now must confront issues of limited
facility access, while those who left the U.S. must face the challenge of completing classes in a country with a multi-hour time
difference from the University. 

As Observatory Hill is now the only open dining hall and almost all facilities are closed including libraries, gyms and student activity
spaces, students who remain on Grounds have had to find their own ways to occupy their time and fill their stomachs. Besides
going on a grocery run or exercising, there are few other times when going outside is allowed due to Governor Ralph Northam’s
stay-at-home order. 

Second-year College student Yancheng Pan calls Shanghai home, but chose not to return because of the potential health risks and
enforced travel restrictions. While Charlottesville initially seemed like a ghost town, he has a few friends who have also chosen to
stay. This — combined with the encouragement and reassurement he has received from his parents back home — has helped him
feel less alone.

“I can see in their eyes that they want to be with me,” Pan said. “I know they’re trying their best to be supportive parents and they
want me to do well, so I think that’s really selfless of them. I think the best way to make them proud is to stay here and study hard
— do what I need to do.”

In terms of his academics, Pan believes staying in Charlottesville was the best option for him. He can stay in the same time zone as
his professors and avoid potential difficulties accessing Google, which is banned in China and can only be accessed using a virtual
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private network. 

For third-year French exchange student Johann Aireau, this was an unexpected end to his last semester at the University. Aireau
initially wanted to stay in case in-person classes resumed. However, after learning that classes would remain online for the rest of
the semester and receiving emails from the International Studies Office encouraging him to go home, he decided that leaving was
the best option. 

“The situation is also quite bad in France at the moment, so it makes all my family crazy,” Aireau said. “They prefer me to come
back and be safe at home because they don’t know if airlines could be shut down. Obviously I won’t go back by swimming, right? It
would be quite [terrible] if my visa expires, and I’m still here.” 

On the other side of the world, students are faced with an entirely new set of challenges. With the switch to Zoom meetings in
many classes, many international students still have to follow Eastern Standard Time to be awake for lectures, which can now
happen when they would normally be sleeping. For some, this means they will be living out of sync with the rest of the household
for the remainder of the semester. 

Days after first-year College student Ria Kharosekar arrived in India, the country entered a complete lockdown, so she was glad to
have come home in time to be close to her family. Due to the time difference, however, her sleep schedule has been severely
affected. 

“My day of classes usually starts after dinner these days,” Kharosekar said. “On most days I get done around 2 a.m. It was fine for
the first week after I got back because I was still jet lagged, but now it’s definitely really strange.” 

India is nearly 10 hours ahead of Charlottesville, so figuring out when classes are and when assignments are due requires a lot
more mental math. Online classes have also caused an increase in work and stress for some, though professors have generally been
more lenient due to these unusual circumstances. 

“One of my labs is at 1:30 a.m.,” Kharosekar said. “Last week, at 12:30 a.m., I thought I’d take a nap and wake up in time for lab. Next
thing I knew the sun was up. But on the whole, I’ve tried to be pretty careful about the time difference issue.” 

First-year College student Deanna See, who is from Singapore, chose to remain on Grounds, but nevertheless has found herself
following an abnormal sleep schedule.

“I go to class at 3 a.m. to watch [lecture] recordings, so it’s pretty much like being in a different time zone,” See said. “My sleep
schedule is pretty wack usually so this hasn’t changed much for me.” 

With Singapore under soft lockdown — meaning most workplaces, schools, public spaces and restaurants are all closed — she
would still have been trapped indoors if she had returned home and would have less space to move around. See is the only person
left on her dorm floor, so her current stay-at-home radius is relatively wide. In addition to enjoying the quiet on Grounds, she also
explained how she can order delivery from restaurants and support the local economy, even while staying indoors.  

In contrast, first-year College student Jerry Yang, who returned home to Singapore, has faced time-zone struggles. While the 12-
hour time difference isn’t that big of an issue because most of his classes have recorded lectures, it’s his discussion-based classes
with mandatory attendance that are difficult to stay awake for, as he is in class when the rest of his community is asleep. 

“I can have breakfast in bed while listening to lectures, which is probably the dream of every college student,” Yang said. “That
being said, I do have a 2 a.m. ENWR. Most of my time in class is spent trying to stay awake.” 

One of the primary reasons Yang chose to go home was because of the better health insurance in Singapore. In a worse case
scenario, if he became ill in Singapore, his health insurance would have no copay, unlike his student health insurance at the
University. 

Regardless of whether they stayed in Charlottesville or went home, international students have faced a range of obstacles, but
many understand that it is inevitable — and even necessary — under the current circumstances. 

“In the event that [I have to leave Grounds], I still think it’s a good opportunity to look for housing on my own,” See said. “Learning
to be independent is why I came all the way here in the first place.”

READ MORE

Over 80 percent of U.Va. students feel safe returning to Grounds for spring
semester, CD survey estimates
By Nik Popli | 13 hours ago

With 116 active cases of COVID-19 already in the University community, students have mixed feelings about the
safety of returning to Grounds next week.

Statewide COVID-19 vaccine administration experiences lag, U.Va. Health aims for
high efficiency in vaccinating workers

By Anika Iyer | 2 days ago

Only about a quarter of the 285,725 vaccines the Commonwealth received have been recorded as administered
as of Jan. 12, affecting statewide and U.Va. Health staff. 
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Comments

Students prioritize mental health as the pandemic generates added stress
By Nicole Freeman | 2 days ago

While a normal academic year already fosters a stressful environment that can negatively impact students’
mental well-being, the COVID-19 pandemic undeniably took an even greater toll on their mental health —
particularly considering the adoption of social-isolation measures and a transition to virtual classes for many
students. 
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‘We’re not in normal times’: Students reflect on how
grading policies should change as a result of the
pandemic
A look back on online learning experiences with Zoom fatigue both this semester and last
spring

With the variety of outside concerns, coupled with academics, many students have started to consider whether the University’s current grading policy — standard letter
grades — should change.

Photo by Winston Tang | The Cavalier Daily

中文版请点击此处 | Lea en español

For most students, life consists entirely of sitting in front of a laptop for classes, clubs, interviews and social events. As most
everyday activities continue to be conducted online and schoolwork becomes synonymous with homework, many students have
contracted a new condition — Zoom fatigue. Beyond a lack of motivation to attend and participate in classes online —  a classic
symptom of Zoom fatigue — students have been facing a multitude of other issues with online learning that have affected their
ability to learn effectively, including Internet problems, family issues and problems with mental health. With the variety of outside
concerns, coupled with academics, many students have started to consider whether the University’s current grading policy —
standard letter grades — should change.

Student Council launched a survey Aug. 28 seeking to gauge students’ grading preferences this semester. As of Sept. 2, 93.6
percent of 2011 respondents — 99.6 percent who were undergraduates and 0.4 percent who were fifth years — reported facing
between two to 13 barriers in learning due to the pandemic. 

The survey, which remains open until Oct. 11, was released by Student Council as a way for students to share their preferences for
the best grading policy based on their experiences with online learning in the spring and fall semesters. The 14 barriers to learning
predefined in the survey included difficulty learning over Zoom, loneliness, time-zone differences, family relationships, mental
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health, financial insecurity and more. 2.8 percent of respondents indicated encountering no barriers while 3.1 percent indicated
encountering all 14. 

Of the 14 listed barriers to learning, “hard to focus off-Grounds,” “difficulty learning over Zoom” and “loneliness” were the three
most frequently chosen. 

Based on the survey’s responses, Student Council concluded that an extension of the spring semester’s grading policy — which
registered classes as credit/general credit/no credit but allowed students to opt-in to letter grades —  would be the most
equitable grading option, eventually passing a resolution in support of its adoption. Additionally, the Presidential Senate — a
student body composed of the Student Council president, class presidents and undergraduate school presidents — released a
statement in support of continuing the University’s spring 2020 grading policy this semester. The statement also added that
students should be allowed to wait until after their final to decide whether they want to take the class as credit/no credit or with a
letter grade. 

“Taking that credit/no credit option, I don’t believe it means that students are going to be trying less,” said Sophia Liao, Second
Year Council president and second-year College student. “I think it’s just a recognition of what we have to go through.”

With midterm season coming up and mandatory dorm-wide COVID-19 testing leading to dorm lockdowns, Liao believes that
having this level of mental stress has greatly impacted many people’s abilities to learn effectively. Those who chose to stay home
and not come to Grounds have also been losing social connections and feeling isolated. Personally, she has also experienced Zoom
fatigue and the feeling of not being motivated enough to learn. 

Liao acknowledged, however, that students are not the only ones struggling with online learning. 

“There’s an impact not only to us and our learning but also to professors’ abilities to be able to fully teach us the things they need
to teach us,” Liao said. 

The Young Democratic Socialists at U.Va. began a petition Tuesday to demand that the fall semester be credit/no credit. 

“There’s a myth that our grades are what make us an elite university, but in reality they are means-testing to disproportionately
hurt those with learning disabilities and less access to resources,” the petition stated. “Even for the best student, online classes
fundamentally alter the learning experience.”

As of Wednesday, the petition has collected over 450 signatures. 

Many students and organizations have also signed an open letter to the deans, Provost Liz Magill, President Jim Ryan and the
University community demanding that the University adopt a default credit/general credit/no credit grading system with opt-in
letter grades. 

“This is an unprecedented time with unimaginable challenges placed on faculty, staff and students alike, but we must rise to meet
this moment with empathy and moral courage,” the letter stated. “In the midst of an ever-changing global pandemic, our response
must dynamically reflect the need for compassion and care.” 

As of Wednesday evening, nearly 750 students have signed the letter. 

Fourth-year Education student Nia Augustine believes that the University should extend its spring grading policy. As a pre-med
student, certain classes need to have letter grades in order to satisfy medical school requirements. However, the current political,
social and economic climate has placed a lot of pressure on students and made it difficult to perform well. 

“Looking at the inaccessibility of resources for specific communities of students, what if they can’t submit [an] assignment on time
because they have to drive 30 minutes to the nearest Internet station or they don’t have printers or they don’t have ink?”
Augustine said. “All these different factors can really take a toll on people’s mental health and I think the added pressure of having
to get a grade on something would push people to do things that they would later on regret and put their academic work at
jeopardy as well as their integrity.” 

Despite being more than half a year into the pandemic, Augustine does not think that things have been getting better. People are
no longer receiving the unemployment benefits they had in March and resources are depleting, but COVID-19 is not going
anywhere. 

“We’re not in normal times and I don’t feel like we should be grading people normally,” Augustine said. “The University needs to
have some compassion and empathy and realize that we’re all going through [a lot].” 

Second-year College student Zhiwen Xu agrees that the spring semester grading option should be continued and also wishes that
the curve be lowered for classes, whether that be through a lower grading scale, changing the format of tests or professors being
easier in general when grading. 

Xu especially believes that professors should be more flexible about turning assignments in late. For her organic chemistry exam,
she needed to scan her work and upload it online, and while she was able to do so, she worried about students who didn’t have
smartphones. She knows people who only have flip phones that can’t take pictures, which becomes a big problem when it is a
necessary component of an assignment. 

“Last time I had a class [where] the professor wanted us to take our own photo for our art project, and [my friend] had to borrow
other people’s phones because she didn’t have a camera or smartphone,” Xu said. “She asked me to help her take a picture because
she couldn’t.” 

Personally, Xu has already experienced two instances of Internet problems. The day before her biology exam, the Internet was
unstable for two hours and she had difficulty getting her work done and turning in her assignments. Then Monday, due to
thunderstorms in her region, the power went out in her house for five minutes and she lost Internet connection. Beyond Internet
problems, she also said that life during COVID-19 is vastly different because of the heightened need to be conscious of yourself and
your surroundings in order to avoid spreading the virus. 
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“Before, you’re at school, you’re just focused on your grade, but now you have to get food, and at the same time try not to give
[the virus] to your roommate, for example,” Xu said. “You always have to think.” 

Other students believe that, despite the potential problems surrounding online learning, the grading policy should remain as is and
reflect the amount of learning and work that students devote to their classes. 

“This semester is not a sudden transition and uprooting of students from Grounds to take online classes,” second-year College
student Haile Mokrzycki said. “Granted, there are still extraordinary circumstances for some students, but for most, it is not
suddenly being sprung on these people like it was last semester. U.Va. has resources and funding that can benefit these students
who are still facing dire circumstances because of the pandemic.” 

Mokrzycki struggled with online learning during the spring semester and was anxious about her grades because she had difficulty
learning how to separate work from personal time. Despite these setbacks, she was able to learn from her shortcomings, following
her father’s advice to “adapt, improvise [and] overcome.” While the spring semester left many students feeling stressed and
overwhelmed, she believes that faculty and students have learned from the spring, and there can now be a return to the letter
grading system in order to keep the grading field even. 

However, Mokryzcki emphasized the importance of recognizing that the COVID-19 pandemic is not over and that the University
should continue to work with students to provide the resources needed for attaining educational success. 

“No student should have to struggle through this semester alone, and by pointing a student to the right resources and guidance,
they can still be successful no matter what,” Mokryzcki said. 

Deputy University spokesperson Wes Hester told The Cavalier Daily at the beginning of September that the University “has
returned to its traditional letter grading system for the 2020–21 academic year” and that the credit/no credit grading framework
was only instituted in the spring due to the “unexpected and rapid move to online instruction mid-semester.” The faculty senate
will be having a meeting to discuss Student Council’s credit/no credit policy proposal Oct. 6. 

Some have criticized the credit/no credit system because it might make students less willing to put effort into their schoolwork,
but according to Augustine, a credit/no credit option will not affect students’ abilities and desires to work hard. 

“People are still going to take the work seriously,” Augustine said. “It’s U.Va. It’s still a grade to us, [even if] it’s not really a grade.” 

READ MORE

Over 80 percent of U.Va. students feel safe returning to Grounds for spring
semester, CD survey estimates
By Nik Popli | 13 hours ago

With 116 active cases of COVID-19 already in the University community, students have mixed feelings about the
safety of returning to Grounds next week.

Statewide COVID-19 vaccine administration experiences lag, U.Va. Health aims for
high efficiency in vaccinating workers
By Anika Iyer | 2 days ago

Only about a quarter of the 285,725 vaccines the Commonwealth received have been recorded as administered
as of Jan. 12, affecting statewide and U.Va. Health staff. 
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Comments

Students prioritize mental health as the pandemic generates added stress
By Nicole Freeman | 2 days ago

While a normal academic year already fosters a stressful environment that can negatively impact students’
mental well-being, the COVID-19 pandemic undeniably took an even greater toll on their mental health —
particularly considering the adoption of social-isolation measures and a transition to virtual classes for many
students. 
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Life

Students confront personal health concerns in
deciding whether to return to Grounds
Immunocompromised students have to comply with stricter social distancing guidelines in
order to minimize risks

For immunocompromised students, returning to Grounds means introducing themselves to a host of risks. However, many are still choosing to return. Photo by
Geremia Di Maro | The Cavalier Daily

While the return to Grounds is, for many students, a long-awaited escape from home and a hopeful promise that things will soon
return to normal, the reality is less exciting for those who are confronted with personal health challenges. 

COVID-19 is known to generally have a greater impact on those who already have underlying health conditions or who have
undergone treatments that weakened their immune system. These immunocompromised individuals are at greater risk of
becoming severely ill from the disease. As a result, it becomes even more important for them to prevent infection by entirely
avoiding exposure to the virus through social distancing. 

For immunocompromised students, returning to Grounds means introducing themselves to a host of risks. However, many are still
choosing to return. 

Second-year Engineering student Caroline Davis wants to be able to continue her college experience on Grounds so she is
choosing to return instead of living at home. In addition to University-mandated protective measures, she will be prioritizing a
higher restriction of social distancing for herself to minimize the risks. While she had always needed to be vigilant about her health
even before COVID-19, the current situation has opened up new perspectives for her. 

“There have been periods of anxiety and panic in my household about how best to keep me safe,” Davis said. “There have been
periods of anger towards people who remain ignorant and risk the lives of people who have weakened immune systems. Overall, I
would not necessarily say my experience has been any different than other people's experience, but I definitely think that COVID
has highlighted new concerns that were previously hidden from me and I will carry these perspectives for the rest of my life.” 

However, concerns still remain about whether the student population will be able to comply with the University’s regulations and
avoid being sent home early. 

By Maryann Xue

September 2, 2020
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“I desperately want to be hopeful,” Davis said. “But we are asking the U.Va. population to commit to guidelines that our country
struggles with, and whether or not we are able to exhibit model behaviors is definitely up in the air.” 

Fourth-year College student Layne Berry has personally experienced what it’s like to live in a hospital for a long time, being woken
up every four hours for vitals checks and constantly traveling in the company of an IV pole. Now a year out of chemotherapy,
Berry is not yet sure to what extent her immune system has been impacted due to the uncertainty surrounding her treatment
plan, but experiencing heart and lung disease within the next decade is a common side effect. 

“I see people really struggling to adjust to the socially distanced lifestyle, and while I can sympathize with the mental health toll of
doing this for the first time, having been living a much worse version of the quarantined life less than two years ago, I really can’t
relate at all,” Berry said. “We are still able to do most things, just with a mask on and a little extra distance. On a scale from hospital
life to normal life, socially distanced life is barely an inconvenience.”

Berry has been living in Charlottesville since the University shifted to online learning in the spring because her hometown was in
the middle of a major outbreak. She is planning to continue staying in Charlottesville for the school year. Every time she leaves the
house, she wears a mask. She goes shopping once a month at most, only at Harris Teeter and occasionally CVS or Lowe’s for
necessities. 

According to Berry, Charlottesville residents were careful enough with social distancing practices throughout the summer to
provide relative herd immunity, but she’s worried that things will change once students return. 

“My last grocery trip, the store was two to three times as crowded as it has been with students returning,” Berry said. “I fear that,
as Midsummers showed us, the precautions full-time Charlottesville residents have been taking are not being mirrored by
incoming students.” 

As someone who has been through a life-threatening experience, Berry particularly emphasized the importance of personal
experience in making rational decisions regarding safety. Those who have not been on the verge of death are not able to fully
understand the severity of the situation and appropriately weigh the risks, she says. According to Berry, this lack of trauma is a
privilege, but that privilege also imposes blind spots. 

“The threat of complications from COVID is real, and it is awful, in a way most people lack the experience to fully realize,” Berry
said. “When death is abstract, masks and six feet of distance feel like an imposition.” 

This fall, second-year College student Olivia Shepard was supposed to be living in a residential college, but she didn’t like the idea
of having to stay in her dorm the majority of the time without being able to invite her friends over or visit their dorms. While she
wanted to return to work, the library she worked at isn’t open this semester. The unpredictability of the situation and concerns
about the health of her older family members contributed to her decision to stay at home. 

Shepard is living with two people over the age of 75 who are more vulnerable to the virus, making it much more dangerous if the
virus is brought home. According to the Centers for Disease Control, compared to 18 to 29 year olds, those above the age of 75 are
between 8 to 13 times more likely to be hospitalized and have a 220 to 630 times higher risk of death due to the disease. 

“For some other families who don't have people living in their house that are at high risk for dying from the virus, bringing the
virus may not be as stressful,” Shepard said. “For my family and myself, bringing the virus home could and probably would be a life
or death situation.” 

In addition to taking extra precautions, such as wiping down everything brought into the house from outside, wearing masks
outside at all times and only going to places with few people, she is also choosing to stay home this semester to avoid bringing the
virus back. 

However, Shepard is planning to stay connected with the University community in many ways by keeping in touch with friends,
attending virtual residential college events and planning virtual events with the Arts & Enrichment committee of UPC. She also
plans to visit at least once this semester, with social distancing measures in place. 

“Wearing a mask, putting on hand sanitizer and standing six feet away from your friends when talking to them are all minor
inconveniences that are saving people's lives,” Shepard said. 

While Davis, Berry and Shepard all hope that things will progress well on Grounds this fall, they are all well aware that reality may
have different plans. During Midsummers, many students continued partying in large numbers, disregarding federal, state and
University guidelines. The University of Notre Dame and Michigan State University have already canceled in-person instruction
after sudden COVID-19 outbreaks, among several other colleges — most recently including James Madison University in Virginia.
Ultimately, a successful semester would have to involve students complying fully with all the social distancing guidelines in place. 

“At the end of the day, you can get frustrated and hopeless when you see the lack of respect for the community, but all you can do
is your best and communicate with others to ensure that they do their best,” Davis said. “I think those who are not following social
distancing practices are ignorant to the severity of COVID, and to have that lack of understanding highlights their privilege.”

READ MORE

Over 80 percent of U.Va. students feel safe returning to Grounds for spring
semester, CD survey estimates
By Nik Popli | 13 hours ago

With 116 active cases of COVID-19 already in the University community, students have mixed feelings about the
safety of returning to Grounds next week.
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Statewide COVID-19 vaccine administration experiences lag, U.Va. Health aims for
high efficiency in vaccinating workers

By Anika Iyer | 2 days ago

Only about a quarter of the 285,725 vaccines the Commonwealth received have been recorded as administered
as of Jan. 12, affecting statewide and U.Va. Health staff. 

Students prioritize mental health as the pandemic generates added stress
By Nicole Freeman | 2 days ago

While a normal academic year already fosters a stressful environment that can negatively impact students’
mental well-being, the COVID-19 pandemic undeniably took an even greater toll on their mental health —
particularly considering the adoption of social-isolation measures and a transition to virtual classes for many
students. 
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